A new image processing technique for determination of cell-generated deformations on substrata.
This paper introduces a new image processing technique that determines the displacement field of a given substrate from "null-force" and "force-loaded" images. In this method, fluorescent elements used to track motion, which will be referred to as beads, can be seen in these images by locating the gray value that is normally distributed around their central point. Next comes a two-step process of matching the beads with displacements. The first step matches the beads with a small displacement using the correlation function of the characteristic pixels. Based on results from this initial step, another correlation function determines a pair of beads with a relatively large displacement. The entire matching process is done in this way, gradually working from the small displacement to the large one. Finally, using the cubic spline weight function, the whole displacement field is interpolated and filtered out of those displacements, which were initially found with the matched beads. Applying this new method on the cell migration yields satisfying results. Based on the particle tracking, the displacement field obtained by this new image processing technique has clear physical meaning. More importantly, this new method completes the matching of the displacement using the features of the displacement field, thus avoiding the direct matching with the image gray values for the relatively large strain of the substrate around the cell. Accordingly, it greatly decreases mismatching, making data checking unnecessary.